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HitmanFilm PosterTraditive殺⼿之王Ilent杀⼿之王MandarinSho Shǒu JunCantoneseSat3 Sau2 Z1 Wong4 DirectorTifen TungProduous Godon ChanWritten by Chan Chan Hing-KaiVinsent KokHan Kam-FuStarringJet Leerik TsangSimmon Yamgi LerungMusik Jussi TegelmanSinemographyArtErw WongEditized Chen Ka-Fei Production Company China Star
Entertainment GroupWin's EntertainmentFlea Markets Products Distributed ByChina Star Entertainment GroupColumbia TriStar Home EntertainmentRease Date April 3, 1998 (1998-04-03 ) Running time 105 minutesCountryHong KongLanguageCantoneseEnglishJapaneseMandarinBox officeHK$10,296,852 Hitman (simplified Chinese: 杀⼿之王; Traditional
Chinese: 殺⼿之王), released in some regions as a contract killer, is a 1998 Hong Kong action film directed by Stephen Tuning with Jet Li , Eric Tsang, Simon Yam and Gigi Leung. The film was released in Hong Kong on April 3, 1998. Plot In Hong Kong, a mysterious hitman, known as the King of The Killers, killed a wealthy former criminal authority yakuza
named Tsukamoto. Since Tsukamoto established a revenge fund in the case of murder, the king received a $100 million reward. The late hungry grandson, Eiji, becomes the new head of the Tsukamoto family and one of the bounty hunters. A former soldier named Fu is part of a small gang that learns about the award. Fu tries to enter the building, where
Tsukamoto's lawyers discuss the terms of the revenge fund, but is rebuffed by the security services. When he defends himself, his martial arts skills attract the attention of Lo, a seedy petty criminal. Law is also looking for an award for King Killers, and agrees to hire Fu as his muscle. Inspector Chan, a member of the Hong Kong Security Bureau, warns them
not to pursue the case. To test Fu's abilities, Lo takes on a small contract to kill a local gang member, as well as equipping Fu and allowing him to live in his home. Fu soon meets Kiki, The Daughter of Lo, who is a successful lawyer and is ashamed of her father's sleazy activities. Martin, the chief lawyer in charge of the Tsukamoto Revenge Fund, makes the
discovery that before his death, the criminal lord was forced to swallow old Chinese military promissory notes. He sells this information to bounty hunters, and since Eiji is willing to pay the highest amount, he will be the first to know the serial codes on the banknotes. Fu and Lo follow Eiji to a small apartment complex where they learn that the suspect is an old
man named Uncle Leung, an acquaintance of Law, whom he had previously sought. Despite their best efforts, they fight several yakuza killers and a Caucasian killer wielding a grenade disguised as a priest, whom Fu kills with his own grenade. Fu and Lo are unable to extract Leung, who suffers from a heart attack and dies during the escape, and then shot
him in the head. In Law's apartment, Law comes clean with Fu: Years ago, he met Uncle Leung, and in conversation with him learned the old man was a veteran whose entire family was killed by the Japanese during the Second Sino-Japanese War. Now Leung wanted to take revenge on his family's killers, but the only wealth he possessed was the notes.
After taking pity on him, Law told Leung to hold on to the notes and, in the case of the murder of the Japanese, whom he wanted to kill, cash them and move the money into his bank account. Law only recently learned that Tsukamoto was the man Leung wanted to kill, and as soon as the criminal lord was killed by the king of the killers, Leung did what Locke
asked for, and sent the money from the banknotes to Law's bank account. This created a paper trail that involved Law as king. Before Fu and Lo plan on, their apartment will suddenly be attacked by two bounty hunters. They can barely escape, and Law plans to disappear into mainland China. Before leaving, however, they decide to attend Kiki's prom. At
the event, Fu once again meets Inspector Chan and betrays that the inspector is actually the real king when he slips that he knows Law is not really a wanted killer. Fu and Lo then go to Eiji's penthouse to meet Martin, where Fu shoots Lo and demands to cash in on the generosity. Martin, however, informs them that Eiji has changed the terms of the fund so
that no matter who kills the king, he will be the one who receives the money. A mass brawl takes place in the penthouse, and soon Inspector Chan arrives as the king to help Fu and Lo. They can kill Eiji and all his men, leaving Martin to rewrite the terms of the foundation. Later they can be seen together, sharing money and discussing their plans for the
future. Chan retires and recruits Fu as the new king. Starring Jet Li as Fu, the film's protagonist, is an extremely experienced melee fighter but also a naive and inexperienced killer in training who eventually becomes the new King Simon Yam as Officer Chang Kwan, a capable and determined detective who is actually a dangerous avenger king of killers alter
ego Eric Tsang, as Ngoc Lo, a self-proclaimed rat bastard who makes rent by any means to Kiki , Ngoka Lo's daughter, A smart and handsome lawyer who is irritated by the misdeeds of his father Sato Keiji as Eiji Tsukamoto, a ruthless and focused member of the yakuza who seeks an award for his grandfather's killer Paul Rapovsky as a tall guy, a leading
bodyguard of Tsukamoto and an experienced, if not cheap, fighter Kw Ipong Kim as Martin, a lawyer in charge of the revenge fund who is not a Japanese karate practitioner. like Tsukamoto, the sleazy and famous former yakuza boss who King at the beginning of the film Timmy Ho as David Wu, the detective in charge of the search and exposing King Jing
Tung as Kau, a small-town triad lieutenant who was briefly the boss of Fu Frankie Ng, as the father of the amusement park, who is mistakenly considered the king of the release of October 16, 2000, the DVD was released by Hong Kong Legends in the United Kingdom in Region 2. Five years later, The Jet Li Collection was released on July 25, 2005, on two
discs, including The Master. In 2002, an edited version of the hip-hop soundtrack was released on DVD in the United States as Contract Killer. Variety's Derek Alley called it a mixture of comedy and above-average action. Scott Hill of PopMatters Accolades Accolades Ceremony Recipient The result of the 18th Hong Kong Film Award Best Action
Choreography Stephen Tung Nominated for the 35th Golden Horse Awards Best Action Choreography Stephen Tung Nomination See also Jet Li Filmography List of Hong Kong Films Links Hitman DVD (1998). Received on 1 May 2015. Willcock, Benjamin. Review: Jet Li Collection, The (UK - DVD R2). DVDactive. Received on May 1, 2015. Scott Till
(August 9, 2002). Contract Killer (Sat sau ji wong) (1998). PopMaters. Received on May 1, 2015. Ellie, Derek (December 9, 1998). Review: 'Hitman'. Different. Received on May 1, 2015. Hitman's external links to IMDb Hitman on Rotten Tomatoes are extracted from (1998_film) oldid'98944148 Original title Sat sau ji wong (Hitman: King of Assassins) Year
1998 Time 103 min. Country Hong Kong Director Stephen Tung Screenwriter Chan Hing-Ka, Cheng Kam-Fu, Vincent Kok, Domonic Muir Music Jussi Tegelman Cinematography Arthur Wong Role Jet Li, Eric Tsang, Simon Yam, Gigi Leung, Timmy Ho, Kim Yip, John Ching, Keiji Sato, Hideri Meiken, Kenji Sahara Paul Rapovski, Frankie Ng, Louis Tat, Jude
Poyer, Shing-Hun Leung, Chun Kwai-Bo, Sam Huang, Dion Lahm, Ssu Wah Chan, Joe Chu Cho-Kuen Producer China Star Entertainment, Win's Entertainment Ltd, Flea Market Genre Action. Comedy Crime. Yakuza and Triad Synopsis / Plot When an old Japanese tycoon suspects he may be killed, he creates a huge reward fund for the man who will find
his killer. When an old man is killed, an out-of-luck crook (Eric Tsang) and a struggling rookie hitman (Jet Li) group together in the hope of a big payday as they try to discover the identity of the Hitmen King. Ratings Of Soulmates Movie Ratings Friends Ratings Is a resume resume resume missing? Do you want to report a spoiler, error or omission? Please
send us a message. If you are not a registered user, please send us an email info@filmaffinity.com All copyrighted material (movie posters, DVD covers, stills, trailers) and trademarks belong to their respective manufacturers and/or For U.S. Rankings Please visit: www.mpaa.org www.filmratings.com www.parentalguide.org 2 nominations. Read more about
the awards in the material Learn more to edit the financially troubled, novice killer reluctantly takes on the job of finding the plot of the Japanese tycoon's plot, but things get complicated when the tycoon is killed, and he is forced to team up with an uncomfortable killer to find the king of the killer. Author of ravedragon Plot Summary (en) Plot Summary
Taglines: Army Of One ... for hire. Action Comedy Crime: 18 See all the certificates of Parent's Guide: View Content Advisory Edit In a scene where they buy clothes for the Jet Li character, Jet dresses up as several famous movie hitmen such as Leon in Leon: Der Profi (1994) and Mark in the City of Wolf (1986). More During the carnival scene, where Fu
knocks the gun out of his friend's hand, he switches from a clone of 1911 to Beretta. When Ngoc Lo picks him up, he switches back to 1911, but when he throws the gun he becomes Beretta again. Read more Kwan: Sipping Coffee What is it? (Secretary says it's decaf) Kwan: Decaf? What the hell is the point? Read more about this in the American version
released by Columbia/TriStar (called Contract Killer), shortened by about 6 minutes. The original version of the film, which is the original English title was Hitman, takes about 104 minutes. The American version runs for 98 minutes. In addition, the original music has been removed and replaced with a soundtrack containing mostly rap and English dub, which
is on the Columbia/TriStar version, greatly reducing the dialogue of the original version. Read more Spoofs City Wolf (1986) Read more Contract Killer Author J. Tegelamn / C.A. Johnson / E. Hamilton performed by Criss K. Kane Published Finishit Music / Cat Nip Music / Fresh Corp. Music (all ASCAP) Read more User Reviews Edit Japanese Cantonese
English Language Mandarin Release Date: 3 April 1998 (Hong Kong) Read More Also known as: Contract Killer - Im Auftrag de Todes Read China Star Entertainment, Win's Entertainment Ltd., Flea Market Read more Running time: 104 mins 98 mins (U.S.)
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